The finest hand crafted
bespoke guitars

One would expect a luthier’s
inspiration to be found in a
twentieth century musical icon,
epitomising the passion
of the rock and roll ideal.
That’s not Martyn Booth.
When asked who inspires him when crafting his guitars,
his reply is, perhaps, surprising.

Newton;
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for the discovery of physical laws which
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define movement, stress, action and reaction.

Faraday;
his discovery of electromagnetism forms the basis of
the science that allowed the electrification of guitars.

Euclyd;
the ‘father of geometry’ formed the basis of modern
mathematics over 23 centuries ago, from which Martyn derives
the theory that both the aesthetics and performance of an
instrument rely onthese ancient principles.

Pythagoras;
the famed Greek philosopher and mathematician who
discovered that musical notes could be translated into
mathematical equations.

Classic headstock
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Signature headstock
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Made by a perfectionist,
the shape, style and build quality of a
Martyn Booth guitar is unsurpassed.
Martyn Booth began his professional career as a

The guitars use tried and tested construction techniques

luthier in 1975, and during his time has worked for

such as a mahogany back and maple cap. Martyn main-

Gibson Guitars in the UK, followed by Yamaha, where

tains that the proportion of mahogany to maple is vital in

he acted as a guitar specialist throughout the 1980s

realising perfect dynamics.

designing and developing the cult classic MSG/Image
guitar in that time.

The customer has many choices - heavy, medium or
light weight; individual choice of figured maple; neck

1991 saw the establishment of Martyn Booth Guitars,

dimensions; fret-wire; inlays and hardware. The only

and in 2001 he decided to launch his own range of

choice denied is to opt out of quality!
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guitars. The Classic, the first model he built, was
followed in 2002 by the Martyn Booth Signature,

A chisel, mallet, adjustable set square and Martyn’s eye

featuring a revised headstock design to enable more

are all that is needed to ensure the neck and body enjoy

accurate tuning stability when using the tremolo.

a perfect unison. The long tenon joint achieves the correct neck angle, alignment and tightness to maximise

But where do you start when your raison d’être is to

the resonance of the guitar.

make a truly classic guitar?
As a final touch, individually designed headstock inlays
Of course, for an iconic guitar every variable of the

are available to special order.

design must be considered when chasing excellence the depth of the body, the carving of the top, the balance,

Each model is subtly different in style and specification,

the symmetry...

but all share the same construction techniques, attention to detail and precision, making each and every one

One review stated -

worthy of the name it carries.

“It’s hard to look at the [Martyn Booth]
Classic and not think it fell off a Gibson
drawing board 50 years ago, whereas in
reality it’s a completely new design in
its own right.”
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Where bespoke really means individual
Martyn Booth Guitars are constructed with a body
made from aged Brazillian mahogany and a one-piece
mahogany set neck, ensuring rich tone and sustain.
The Classic, Classic II and Signature models permit
your own choice of carved maple capped body, figured
or plain. All models are also available as a single cut
version known as ‘The Venetian’, a reference to the
shape of the lower cutaway.

The Classic 2

• Same construction as the Classic but with the
headstock shape of the Signature to provide a
more contemporary twist on the classic lines.
• 12 degree angle to the headstock provides
perfect tension for the strings over the nut for
a non-tremolo guitar.

The Signature

• Combines traditional design themes with
the latest precision tremolo systems.
• The narrow headstock design and 10
degree angle assist accurate and reliable
tuning. Even with the extensive up and
down pitch shifts demanded by modern
guitarists, complicated locking and
restringing processes are avoided.

The Classic

• Carved maple capped body with a high ratio
of mahogany to maple, thus ensuring rich
tone and sustain.
• Vintage style headstock.
• 25” scale length.
• Fixed bridge (standard stopbar and
tune-a-matic or wrapover).
• Coil split humbucking pickups as
standard (via push/push pot)
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The place where craft,
science and art meet
and dreams are built.

The wood

The body

The detailing

The starting point is the choice of

Cut to the instantly recognisable

All Martyn Booth guitars are

wood, Brazilian mahogany from

Martyn Booth shape, the body of a

available with personalised inlays

sustainable sources forms the

Martyn Booth guitar is a triumph of

on the headstock and a choice of

base of most Martyn Booth guitars.

proportion, size, shape and weight;

fingerboard inlays. These, along

Mahogany can vary dramatically in

whether the slab body of a Special,

with the Martyn Booth logo are

weight and colour, according to the

the carved top of the Standard and

precision cut. Bindings and edgings

age of the tree and growing conditions,

Deluxe, or the Maple capped Classics

can also be applied to neck,

but with careful selection, it is

and Signatures, the sustain and

headstock and body.

favoured by guitar makers for its

resonance is clear in all models.

resonance. When used exclusively,

The book-matched pairs of the cap

the characteristic tone is warm and

are glued to the mahogany base

The finishing

soft, but well balanced with good

before shaping and carving.

Before you even play a note, the

grind and bite. There is good depth

quality of a Martyn Booth guitar is

to the sound, with full but not

evident in the lacquered finishing.

especially tight lows, and appealing

The neck

Many coats are applied and allowed

if unpronounced highs.

Martyn hand shapes the neck from

to dry, and it is this curing process,

a one piece mahogany neck blank

sanding down and re-application of

Maple is generally used for the body

thus allowing each neck to be made

lacquer that takes much of the man-

cap. Hard maple is a dense, hard,

to the exact shape and dimension

ufacturing time. But the depth of

and heavy wood, lightly coloured with

the customer demands. Each fin-

the finish and the tones and figuring

a tightly packed grain that doesn’t

gerboard is also hand radiused and

that this process brings out of the

always carry dramatic figuring, but

fretted to your requirements.

wood, is worth waiting for.

some examples can be spectacularly
beautiful. Heavily figured curly and

Headstocks are either vintage in style,

quilted maples are often caregorised

or take on a more contemporary look

The hardware

as soft maple and can be lighter in

for the instruments with a tremolo.

When Martyn is happy with the

weight. As in all things woody, the
Martyn is skilled at perfecting an

then able to assemble the guitar to

almost seamless fit when conjoining

become a complete instrument. The

Rosewood and Ebony are perfect

the neck with the body, the geometry

tuners, pickups, bridge, tremolo and

partners when used to create

and snugness negates the need for

other hardware are the choice of the

stunning fingerboards and

fillers and establishes a bond that

customer, depending on the desired

headstock fascias.

makes neck and body one - from

sound and look, with help and advice

both a visual and resonance point

from Martyn, of course.

boundaries can be very blurred!

Every aspect of a Martyn Booth guitar
is meticulously handcrafted by a
luthier considered by many
to be one of Britain’s best.

lacquer finish and polishing, he is

Martyn has collected a number of

of view. Necks are usually finished

blanks (pieces of wood), which are

with an Ebony fascia on the headstock

Once assembled each guitar is rig-

stored in his workshop maturing

and a choice of Rosewood or Ebony

orously tested, and any fine tunings

as each year passes.

for the fingerboard

and tweaks are made before being
delivered complete with a custom
leather strap, in a liveried Martyn
Booth Hiscox case.
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Bespoke headstock inlay
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Comfort cut-away

Tye dye finish

Playing a Martyn Booth guitar is a wonderful experience - but knowing the provenance of such a work of art only multiplies the pleasure.
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In addition to the Classic, Classic 2 and
Signature models there are also -

The Special

The Special Plus

The Standard

The Standard Plus

The Deluxe

The Deluxe Plus

For more information on the entire range of models contact

Martyn Booth Guitars
4 Old Brickworks
Chapel Lane
Little Cornard
Sudbury
Suffolk CO10 0PB UK
Tel/Fax: 01787 370192
martyn@martynboothguitars.co.uk

